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Monaco Yacht Show: MEYER Y A C H T S continues green
course and presents concept TWO10


210-metre mega yacht TWO10 with green propulsion solutions



ONE50: Master suite with private pool

Papenburg/Monaco, September 28, 2022 - Just one year after the official launch of MEYER Y A C
H T S at the Monaco Yacht Show 2021, the brand continues to pursue its course towards green
yachts and is now already unveiling a second spectacular yacht concept: the TWO10 - a 210-meter
project. Like the ONE50, the TWO10 will feature sustainable propulsion solutions to meet the
claim of MEYER Y A C H T S to build the greenest superyachts in the world.

The profile of the TWO10 is kept flat; however, a look at the decks illustrates the yacht's
enormous size. Technically, the TWO10, like the ONE50, relies on green propulsion solutions, for
example with fuel cells and battery systems. "Here we show once again what innovations MEYER
Y A C H T S is capable of. We design our concepts in such a way that we can also make them a
reality in this form. This makes our yachts technology pioneers from which many other types of
ships and people will also benefit," explains Managing Director Jan Meyer.

The entire design of the TWO10 focused on novel solutions. In perspective, drones can also be
used for passenger transport on the helipad in the bow area and charged directly on board with
the green electricity generated onboard. Thanks to the generous space available, there is also
room for a complete tennis court, which is fenced in by a fine-mesh net during play.

The TWO10's other features include a beach club that extends over two decks and has an infinity
pool suspended virtually above the bar. Towards stern swimming guests look thereby by the
largest disk, which was ever used also a yacht. Lars Kruse, Head of Sales of MEYER Y A C H T S:
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"The TWO10 illustrates the capacities of the MEYER Group in every respect. We are currently very
satisfied with the response to our yachting activities."

That is why the MEYER Y A C H T S team is now set to grow. "We have already made the first year
of MEYER Y A C H T S very successful with a powerful pioneer team. Now we will further expand
our yachting know-how and greatly enlarge the team for this purpose," announces Malte
Poelmann, Chief Technology Officer of the MEYER Group.

A look inside the ONE50 for the first time

With the ONE50, MEYER Y A C H T S presented an exciting exterior concept for the first time and
is now unveiling the first interior views at this year's Monaco Yacht Show. The features of the 150metre long yacht appear futuristic but can be implemented without exception thanks to the
technical expertise of the MEYER Group and its 1300 engineers.

In the foreship of the vessel, for example, there is a spa area over two levels and several hundred
square metres of floor space, which is unparalleled in yachting. The equipment includes a
retractable whirlpool on the starboard side, a climbing wall connecting both decks, a fireplace
and a wellness bar. Of course saunas and hammams, as well as a massage parlour, are also part
of the layout. Lars Kruse comments: "The wellness and health aspect has been a trend in the
superyacht segment for years. With this extravagant spa, we want to set an example and show
what is possible for us."

The ONE50 presents itself no less spectacularly on the top deck, which is reserved for the owner
alone. In the forward section of the superstructure, he can practically step straight out of bed into
the pool, which is designed as an indoor-outdoor variant and connects the suite with the
foredeck. Aft, the owner then has access to a private lounge with TV and audio system as well as
very private dining areas.

Download the latest MEYER Y A C H T S brochure here:
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